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’NOT SECOND RATE’
Overs continued, "SJS is not a
second rate college, but a breeding ground of the future leaders
of the world.
CHARLES F. (CHUCK) OVERS
"In order for SJS to become a
. . joins race
first rate institution of higher
learning, its traditions, history, and
firsts must be propagated throughout the world."
The former ASB President of
Fresno City College said, "SJS
must enhance and concentrate its
resources toward a greater culsts
the United
tural and visiting dignitary proArab Republir when it sends its
gram."
12 -member delegation to the
Model United Nat tins session at ’RENOWNED PERSONALITIEe
"It has always puzzled me,"
Claremont College, Claremont,
Overs commented, "why San Jose
Calif., in April.
The SJS delegation consists of City College and Foothill have renine slialents, their faculty ad- nowned personalities and groups
viser, Dr. Alden Voth, assistant appearing on their campuses, when
professor of political science; an we, the largest state college in
expert, Richard Quigley, a grad- California, have only mediocrities."
Overs is a former president of
uate in political science; and their
chairman, Con Lebedeff, senior Newman Club, a member of Beta
political science and Russian ma- Beta Beta (Honorary Biological
Society), SJS College Union Comjor.
The students began training for mittee and former state coordinathe project last fall when they tor of the California State Junior
Assocuretted in a two-unit political College Student Government
science course designed to pre- ciation.
In addition to being a member
pare them for the project. Thirty
Epsilon (Professional Real
persons enrolled and nine were of Rho
Estate Association), Overs is
selected from this group for the
Speakers
second semester of training which active in the College
Bureau.
iii
ite one unit of eredji.
While attending Fresno City
College he served as a Student
Council representative four semesters.

SJS Attends
MUN in April

Dr. Sharma Due
To Review Book

,erite
el philosophy, will review "Siddhartha" by Hermann
Hesse at Wednesday’s Book Talk
in cafeteria A and B.
Sharma,
to Dr.
According
"Siddhartha" is the story of the
fundamental spiritual adjustment
of the character Siddhartha,
named after the founder of
Buddhism.
Dr. Sharma was born in Lahore,
India, He received his M.A. in
philosophy from Punjab University
in India.

Police Charge
SJS Student

..

PLC Seeks Adviser
Platrem leaders Corp.
officer candidates in the Marine
Corps’ platoon leader class, is looking for a faculty adviser in order
to form a local branch of Semper
Fidelus Society, a national organization of PLC.
The only requirement of the
faculty member is that he he a
former officer or enlisted man in
the Marine Corps. Anyone interested please call Jerry Spotter,
297-9957, or Don Zamora, 297-0518.

SPECIAL FLIGHT
SEATS REMAIN for a group flight to London
June 15, open to SJS students, faculty and
employees at reduced rates. Those interested
must have attended SJS for six months prior
to departure time. Reservations may be made
by calling Thomas Ryan, professor of music,

SJS senior gynmast Rich Chew
qualified for the national gymnastics meet when he placed fifth
in the side horse in the NCAA
Western Regionals at the Spartan
Gym Friday and Saturday.
The meet was witnessed by more
than a thousand, the largest gymnastic crowd in SJS history.
"Chew has been participating in
the all-around event all year,"
said coach Clair Jennett. "This
will be his first opportunity to
concentrate on one event.
"His side horse routine has improved so much in the past, week
due to his emphasis on that event
that I’m sure he will place high
in the national meet.
"Chew sustained a shoulder j.
jury which bothered him for six
weeks. It hurt his rings routine
and may. have (test him the state
college ’all-around championship.
Ile led the state college affair
going into the rings event," Jennett. said.
Chew is the seeonti Spartan
competing in an individual sport
to qualify for a national meet
this spring. Sophomore wrestler
Loren Miller qualified in February
after losing only one match all
season.
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’Ham’ Satellite in Orbit
et roM MEAD
s.1:-; students believe the
work of Harry M. Engwicht, professor of electrical engineering, is
out of this world, atid in a way
they’re right.
Paige ichl , a tactill..1 i,t the
Prop,i
Istard of 1-1111,1,.1 .
OSCAR, ler ea,, teethed lei
past %seek of the successful launch
mg of OSCAR Ill (Orbital Sete!
tile Carrying Anialeur Radio) Dun
Vandenberg Air Force Base,
OSCAR HI, the only satellite to
be constructed by amateurs, was
launched into a 115 degree orbit
last Tuesday at 12:30 p.m.
The Project OSCAR tracking
station at Foothill Junior College
reports one of the tracking trans-

mittens within the device has malfunctioned, but all other systems
are operating properly.
Engwicht said the satellite contains a transceiver which allows
radio operators around the world
to rommenicale via space.
-rite oeCAR time, also tram.
.ignal by a ii I r h radio
ran dew! illifir 11 , iii
1,11.11

11IIIINT:11111-1,

A:

V11’11

;1,

the satellite’s orbit," he said.
The satellite is in a north -south
orbit thus enabling amateur radio
operators throughout the world to
use it. OSCAR III is approximately
500 miles high and circles the earth
every 104 minutes. Engwicht estimates that the satellite will stay
in orbit for about one year.
tisk

CV 3-3992. Some of the members of last
SJS Air India group flight are shown
as they wait at London Airport just before
their return. The plane returns to San Francisco
Air port Sept. 9.

summer’s

Senior Gymnast PE. Major Engineering Panel
Places 5th in Meet; Wins Weekly Ponders Problems
Set for Nationals
Of Joining Industry
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Alreads in die race are .101111 I lendricks, ASII site president,
and GI.111. 1.11k11., junior repreeatiatise to Student Council.
TI eine of Os ere’ ca iiitat gii is ’’inward Spartaneit y."
"Government should be among
the people and not above them,"
Overs stated. "Student Government has become an ’Ivory Tower
Syndrome’ and such a disease
should not plague this campus.
"WS is now ’static in its social
justice. One of the greatest fraternities and sororities existed on
the campus in the pastthat being
the student body-at -large.
"Unfortunately, the present situation presents the aura of a ’caste’
system. Such a system must be
abolished in the future In order
for collegiate friendship to prevail," he said.

I

A tour of the planetarium
In Golden Gate Park and
North Beach night Ilfe Is
planned for International students on Saturday, March 27.
Deadline to sign up for the
trip le Friday. Interested students should sign up at the
intenuithmal student Center,
285 S. Market St.

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, MARCH 16, 1965

Chuck Overs Runs
For Top ASB Post
,01

Planetarium Tour

ii
Aft Ill will accept any mode
of i ransmission in a 50 kilocyclewide channel in the Two Meter
Band (144.075 nut to 144.125 mc).
The satellite inverts and translates this band and retransmits it
beet( to earth bet wr,ii 145.925 and
145879 MC. Telewetry data will
he transmitted from the satellite
to ground on 145.85 mc, while a
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Sports Picks

Son Jose State was rained out
of last week’s Sports Picks contest with USF, which left only
nine contenders. A near perfect
entry gave Ray Wesner a roundtrip ticket to Los Angeles on PSA.
Wesner, it senior majoring in

"How Young Engineers Are Integrated Into Industry" is the
topic for a three-person panel
speaking tomorrow night at 7:30
in E132.
The meeting is a joint effort
of the San Jose State, Santa Clara
University and Stanford chapters
of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers (I.E.E.E.).
Speakers include Robert D
Millikin, senior employment representative of P. G. & E.; Joe
Tassi, technical recruiter and manager of fuels manufacturing engineering, General Electric; and
Wesley J. Berg, senior education
specialist of engineering educa-1
lion department, IBM.
Ten practicing engineers will
talk with students during a social
hour. Refreshments will he served.

Mathematics Talk
Dr. Leonard Tornheim, noted
mathematician for the California
Researeh Corporation, will speak
today at 12:30 p.m. in E’214.
Topic of the talk is Solution of
Erie I pais by Iteration.

RAY WESNER
. wins L.A. trip
physical education, picket( eight
of the nine weekend games.
INirothy Holsinger, the first Med to plats. in the new contest,
came withiii airport distance of
first place with her seven,’ place
entry. She will receive a pair
of tickets to the United Artist,
Theater.
Other runners-up were. Pay McCarthy, l’innald Roach, Stephen
A. Makin and Diane Koepfl. Runners-up will also reeeive passes
to the ti. A. Thettier.
This week’s Sports Picks contest appears on the haek page
cut indey’s paper. Another rotted trip pas% and theater tieket, will

Sports Picks

Morse Code) bearon will operate
on 145.95 me,
Thri %keek., sp.a I 1.1,ks eonThe predecessors to OSCAR III
were launched into space on Dec. lost appears on the back page of
12, 1961 and June 2, 1963. Both today’s paper. Enter this week
satellites remitted in orbit for
and win a trip to Los Angeles Or
approximately IS ditys and did not
contain instruments for trans- a pair of tickets to the U.A.
(Theater.
ceiving.

An SJS junior from Oakland
was jailed following a fatal accident Friday night.
Richard Carl White, 21, of 318
S. 10th St., was later released
on $1,100 bond.
Harry Parker, an investigator
for the Santa Clara County district attorney’s office, said yesterday that a complaint has been
issued charging White with felon,
drunk driving and manslaughtet
He will be arraigned March 23.
San Jose police said White failed
to stop for a stop sign at South
Seventh and Humboldt Streets. A
woman passenger in the other car
in the collision died later at a
hospital.
Another student involved in a
fatal collision is scheduled for
preliminary hearing in San Jose
Municipal Court this afternoon.
Ronnie Muranaka, 21, of 724
S. Sixth St., faces three counts
of felony manslaughter. His car
collided with another auto at Seventh and Virginia Streets last
week. Three people died as a result.
FALSE ALARM
Two SJS students were arrested
Sunday morning after an officer
reported he caught them running
north on First Street.
1 Officer Clark Randall quoted
Richard A. Chapman, 21, as saying he had turned in a fire alarm
in an effort to summon help for
his friend, Jeffrey Haney, also
21, who was engaged in a fight
with a third youth.
Officers questioned the third
participant, and released him.
Haney and Ch apman were
jailed and charged with being
drunk in public and disturbing the
peace. Chapman was also charged
with turning in a false fire alarm.
Dale Armstrong Bell, 25, was
discovered dead Friday evening, in

0,11,

60 Students
For Positions
Interslees for Freshman
Camp counselors will be held
this Friday in PER109 from 2-5
p.m. and Saturday and Sunday
from 8 am. to 5 p.m. Applications are now available In the
College Union.
An ASB committee will choose
60 counselors who must attend
four Thursday night training
sessions beginning April 8, according to Miss J. J. Fraser,
Freshman Camp representative.
"Freshmen who attended the
’64 camp are especially encouraged to apply as counselors;
camp enthusiasm counts as much
as campus activities," said Miss
Fraser.
Counselors will lead discussion
and sports activities during the
weekend camp at Asilomar,
September 10-12.
Juniors Vince Feeney and
Susan Sargent are chairman and
assistant of the student planning
committee which includes five
faculty advisers.
*
"Since the SJS freshman enrollment is limited, we will be
able to include a larger percentage of the incoming class
and insure an even greater camp
success," Miss Fraser added.

Religion, Politics, Sex;
Talked at Spartacamp
By DICK HA YIN
Religion, politics, sex and education were the topics of dismission for over 300 San Jose
State students and faculty Saturday and Sunday when they attended Spartacamp.
Under the guidance of Eugenia
Archer, camp director, Sparta camp was held at Asilomar camp-

Student Council Features
Who’s Who Awards Here
to titili ti the Who’h Who
Among Students in American Colleges and Universities Awards will
highlight tornorrow’s Student
Council meeting.
Dr. Robert I). Clark, college
president, will present the awards
to the recipients at a special council meeting which will begin at 3
p.m. in the cafeteria rooms A
and B.
The Who’. Who program was
e’er. reengnifounded in la 1
i i I ea,- it students
tinn and
t
itt,.
a,itievernents in
with out
their
7:,ri ,-iteges parit it e Oh 12,500
ticipate ,.
members 11110(1, 14,1,11.11110,1
Out of a total of WI nominees,
representing each di’, ision of the
college, the selection contrint tee ’
named 23 students. Otte graduate
student, 21 seniors and one junior
will receive awards this year.
Students receiving the award for
the second year In a row are John

his bedroom at 78 S. 13th St.
Santa Clara County coroner’s
investigators said the SJS student
apparently had shot himself
through the head with a rifle as
he sat on his bed. There were no

I Lendricks, sitcial science; Alan
Henninger, business and industrial
management; Robert Pisan, political science; Jack Perkins, history.
Who’s Who presentations go to
Mary Blomquist, elementary education; Gary Brenneman, business
and industrial relations; Andrea
Coffin, medical technology; Michael Cook, business and industrial
management; Susan De Vries,
physical edi Ica I
; Anna Evart,
elementary education; Edward Gibson, pre -medico I ; Robert Gi I them,
chemist iy; Pamela Glistin, general
elementary; Anna lauderback, accounting and finance; Bruce Mu:.
Donald, geology; Peter McGrath,
meehanicat engineering; Kathleen
Miller, e I ementary education;
Wendy Merck home economics
and psychology; David Remington,
general engineering; Richard Sperling, social science; David Thind,
business and industrial management; Sherry Truax, general elementary and Virgins Vessel, general elementary.

grounds on the Monterey Peninsula.
"The purpose of Spartacamp is
to provide students and faculty
with the opportunity to invesu!
gate, challenge, discuss, and ret
upon some of the contempot.ta
problems that confront us," Miss
Archer said.
Spartacamp was attended by
approximately 220 student campers, 33 faculty, 52 student counselors and 13 committee members.
Guests included Dean of Students Stanley C. Benz and Mrs.
Benz; Dr. Cornelia Tomes, associate dean of students; Roger L.
Rodzen, college union director;
Robert Pisano, ASK president;
John Hendricks, ASB vice president.
Campers sat in discussion groups
of about 8-10 campers, two student
counselors and one faculty member. Besides religion, politics, sex
and education, campers had opporlunettes for open discussion and
faculty chats, as well as the
chance to hear faculty speakers
"Religion in Modern Society"
was the topic of a talk given by
Gary I,. Albright, assistant professor of philosophy.
Dr Henry G. Pitchford, assistant professer of sociology, spoke
Stitiday on "Thought Cliches" and
how they are a detriment to free
thinking.
As an outgrowth of the discussion groups. many students attending Spartacamp circulated a
petitien to be presented to the
ASK College Union Committee
with recomendations for the proposed college union.
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After predict inf! lit61Hin marchers eentnany W011141 is
weekend’s pilgrimage to San Francisco, mil rights ssoilie,
triately "massed- about 200 tor the 511 -mile agony hike.
’11,1. march to pt nest Alabama atrocities was one of !sally
similar demonstrations this useekend throughout the naliun. SJ.S’
Ii pile its
own quaint contribution was one of the most colortut
Intended seriousness.
The hike begun from San Jose in a solemn mood. Ifrom
as the marchers painfully discmered their ;who, and pain-. mid
saw signs that blared "San Francisc",
riffles," !bey decided to
make the best of a tortuous situation.
Their discomfiture. became rau.J for a Inure tilts l
sphere. When they finally approached The
ti,..
1,,
hail turned into a hilarious joke. Sao
turned into a jolly mood in San Francisco.
’fhis mood change can be at trilmted par
in the march itself. The oririnai band ot
whit i I h.
I
I .11 III:.
bad dwindled to less than ;1 11Irfl
rellel)(41 the Federal 1111 lint’.
The re,t mere teen -tigers, rickety old men, is
m and children
110 I tin. The weather um. aim rum and sunny,
who were out for s
by the way.
no iv’
1,1d
Those few from SJS no Iii Math’ it -ail
cup for their stamina and endurance. Many unpleasaut
were encountered and it’s amazing that :my made it ai
II
feet were not the onIN agonies.
Marchers %SPIV dogged by newsmen, one who purposely ti. .1
seek disturbances for headline purposes. Ilikers ssitnessed
four-car collision in Santa Clara that sent two to the hospital.
A few Stanford students heckled them immerriiully I r:iriuns
points along the route. People in cars pelted rota’ L......
ii
The march through selanford’s minims netted just tri,,
thizers. And, at the end, an 4rver-zealows fanalle led lin (nt" a

Car Insurance
Going Up?
Try Cur New
Student Rates!

Wh3 didn’t many more participate in the widely
march? It’s apparent that many students still trae
in the government to hope that it would slop the Si’
on the strength of the horrible acts alone.
President Johnson confirmed that faith Saturday when he
announced his intention to seek safeguards for Negro vuting rights.
He apparently made his decision BEFORE rim il rights groups
made their decisions to march.

NITION

DAILY CLASSTIED
ADS FOR PROFIT
AND CONVENIENCE

Under 25
Under 22
Under 20

Bak Inas
Flower
Shop
Flowers
and
Corsages
for all
Occasions
CV 2.0462

Look for
Our Sign
Why Pay More??
7 REGULAR BURGE7,5 99c
Bonus:
FREE 10c Cold Drink

1016 8 Santa Clara

With Every Bug Full

45ensifoo sum.
STUDIO

’rS7 5779

196 COUT.1 11PCT

"HUSH HUSH. SWEET
CHAREOTTF"
"RAIDERS FROM BENEATH
THE SEA"
STUD,NT RATE

Al MA ond APAADEN

.,4 z,41

"36 HOURS"
"HELLER IN PINK TIGHTS"
"Invitation to a Gunfighter"

HOLIDAY 15c BURGERS
4th and San Fernando
Across from Library

ROPICAIR
1969 ALUM Br- K All
NOR7 H SCREEN

e144

"FERRY ’CROSS THE
MERSEY"
"A HARD DAY’S NIGHT"
SOUTH SCREEN

"HOW TO MURDER YOUR
WIFE"
"THE PINK PANTHER"

Do -It-Yourself

25

Your local agent ED LION
will be glad to discuss rates
with you.

5191 CAMDEN AVE.
Phone 269-5191
24 HR. SERVICE

c COIN -OPERATED

CAR WASH

Vacuum and Chamois Towels

1535 ALMADEN ROAD

Quick and Easy
***********************1

SMART STUDENTS

of yourself in one of these

World Wire
\

STORE

EL RAMC 0

Rate Breaks:

Federal lIruildirig f taln pouf. Less 5)rifinillielle !strike ssrould lia%e
hauled them to jail.

10010
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California

By SCOTT MOORE

1 14,11.11- ti.

Open Tonite ’ti: 9

STATE COLLEGE
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SAP’misterday Masud a hiigt Ci/i11111,1111,1 W111111111111,11
ill North
Viet Nam only 100 miles from Hanoi, North Viet Nam’s capital.
The planes most of them from U.S. Navy aircraft carriers- flew deep into North Vietnamese territory to hammer the Phu Qui
ammunition dump with bombs and rockets.
In Washington, informed government sources confirmed that
one Nasy plane was lost, and said the pilot was missing.
REGISTRATION
BET NO MARCH
SELMA, Ala. (UPI, Negroes were allowed to line lip at the
Dallas County Courthouse yesterday to register to vote, but
sheriff’s possemen and slate troopers halted an attempt by 550
demonstrators to stage a civil rights march at the same time.
The attempted march came a short time after a w,I,n saw
horse barricade was removed from a Selina ,Irevl.

.re.*
1: If you earned a "B" average
* in your FALL SEMESTER you
will receive an EXTRA 20%
discount or savings of $50* $150 on CAR INSURANCE.
: This scholastic discount is in addi
fon to 2.car, cornpact.car and
# driver training discounts offered
41, only through STATE FARM IN.

positions ... right after graduation.
(Interested? See our man on campus. He’s got a

career for you.)

SURANCE.

*
;

CALL
PAUL J. SCOLA
Off. 266-5908
Res: 266-5908

San Jose Point
in a testimonial to the
tter

Spartan ’Daily

BRUCE

61, COLLAND

John Waggoner B.S. in Industrial Engint,.: I, U. of C. at Berkeley.
John’s first assignment was to take over
the management of an Information Operator office and its 98 employees. Using
his initiative, John saw possibilities for
improving operations by rearranging certain equipment urid centralizing supervisory personnel. As a result, his office’s
Mcreased.

3

SIA\
20d
112 S

Street

,
-

iillpoper
and II
Paint
tOilliaiiref.

Bob Goldsmith B.S. in Electrical Engineering, California State Polytechnic.
Bob has a nine-man plant service crew
all his own. Together with his men, he’s
responsible for seeing that over 2,000
complex customer accounts always have
smooth and uninterrupted service. He
and his crew are also responsible for the
maintenance of vital defense communications systems at two military bases.
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Terry Westbrook U.S. in Electrical Engineering, Stanford.
After only a few months with the company, Terry was made Traffic Operating
Manager of the Marysville Long Distance
and Information office. On the job he supervises 120 employees who handle over
18.000 calls a day. In his position as manager, Terry is also responsible for the
quality of service, labor relations and
administrative activities connected with
an annual payroll of more than $425,000.

Uoyd Thorsen BA. in Philosophy, College of the Pacific.
Lloyd was assigned a particularly knotty
problem. How could the procedure for
disconnecting telephones be improved?
Lloyd made a study on his own and came
up with a set of recommendations. They
were accepted and put into effect. Performance indexes showed a marked improvement, customers received better
service and Lloyd was subsequently promoted.

TALK TO OUR MAN ON CAMPUS MARCH 24, 25 & 26
Pacific Telephone
AN EQUAL OPPOISIUNIIT EMPLOYER

OVER 15,000 READERS DAILY

WE REACH THE SJS STUDENT !

Levi’s - Levi’s - Levi’s
Cords - 4 colors
Slim-Fits - 5 colors
Californian’s - 3 colors
Sta-Prests -

2 color (2 styles)

Rig. Levi’s

RAPPORT’S
241 S. ist St.

292-4014,

FOR DELECTABLE
DINING
Have you been searching
throughout San Jose for
that restaurant with a little
more than usual cultured
atmosphere and fine food?

Tf

We have numerous and various
the

summer months. TASK FORCE

needs

and

offers

interesting

temporary assignments.

NO FEE

CI 2-1266

DIVISION OF STATISTICAL
TABULATING CORPORATION
12 SOUTH FIRST AVENUE
SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA
809 BANK OF AMERICA
CT 3.0631

.L1..usr

7t. 1715.1..aurzilys...za_i_a_iraynt_irpriuminvTrIzripric IS .1

,and received world recognition.
-But look at those boys at Ow
head of the group. One is in a
wheel chair and won’t allow anybody to push him. Another boy is
wearing a cast from toe to hip.
has a crutch, and is leaning on ii
friend’s shoulder for support. Yi:.
they are walking 50 miles for tlis.
cause."

They are the real heroes.

New LOW Auto Insurance
Rates With A-I Company

SALE

St.

,s.; Skis, poles, pants, parkas, boots, everything the skier
sZ needs, that’s right, everything, and all quality equip
; ment at more than reasonable prices. Choose from
Z: Nordica, Molitor, and Koflach buckle boots, Dart$. mouth and A & T poles, Kastle, Hart, and Sohler
s: skis, Libos, Dior, McGregor, Edelweiss, Aspen and
Pepper ski pants. Also choose from a variety of
1,000 turtIcr.eck sweaters.

Winterland Ski Center
,ss 440 S. Winchester Ave.

Louis Cardinals, a modern

majitr 1(0171 IC !nark

WHAT A WAY TO SUMMER!

Hawaii and Kauai

Ask for: Auto Insurance

S,ead lattweel

Oi10111g

JOHN C. VIERHUS
Bascom Ave.
Campbell

’there’s no substitute’

21/2 DAYS AT BEAUTIFUL
KAUAI SURF HOTEL

We represent a century
old life insurance company
with a solid reputation.
Nut stodgy, though. The
Company’s growth pattern
In the last ten years is a
reflection of keeping up-

with all expenses paid!

S.

,

43 wonderful days in conjunction with
the University of Hawaii Summer Session. Stay at WHITE SANDS HOTEL at
Waikiki, chaperoned by sorority housemothers.
All

to-date with the newest
coverages and featuresThe sales force speaks
quality, too. They’re wellinformed in the professional approach to life

Departs from California June 20
by Poe Am J..ts

insurance programming.
Ron Hunt
Tony Conigliaro
lei ry Lucas
Clean Chance
Ron Ellis
Charlie faylur
Cassius Clay Randy Matson
Jack Nicklaus
Nico Carty
Pete Gogolak
Bill Bradley
Don Schollander

Every month, enjoy a bigger, better, more action-packed SPORT’ Get more
in-depth profiles, exclusive interviews and Moiling color photographs,

SPORT

19TH YEAR AS FIRST MAGAZINE

FOR SPORTS...NOW ON SALE!

Many of them began their
sales careers on college
and university campuses
in the Company’s internship program for students.

Don Davis

For further inforinat,,r see

SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE
223 Soulh First St.
San Jose

like the idea of a
quality company, a quality
training program, and
If you

quality products -and if
you think you’d be interested in looking into a
career before graduation
-get in touch.

transportation, sightseeing, special

fun features, beach activities, Royal
Hawaiiandinner dancing and other
items too numerous to mention included in Honolulu, Oahu and Kauai.
Exclusively for rneds 18 to 23 years.

with competitive rates,

April

across from United California Bank
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PAID RELIGIOUS ADVERTISEMENT

Born, Not Made
Christians are born, not made, and Christian If, is experienci
with God, not philosophy or religious speculation. When asked by

CITY OF SAN DIEGO

a scholar and leader of His day how a man might enter the King

Representative on Campus

Monday, March 22

Ben Reichmuth C.L.U. ’57

to interview men and women for

Tom Niemann ’63

Assistant City Planner

John Byde ’64

Requires Master of City Planning or one year of
professional experience.

Tom Heflin ’64

Librarian

Dick Flanagan ’65

Children’s librarians especially needed, but vacancies
in other area possible. 24 units library science required.

Personnel Trainee
Work in all areas of personnel work in on the job
ing program. Any degree acceptable.

as an

assistant

11

EXPERT
LUBRICATION

98‘

9

ALI OIHER CAR SERVICES
AT DISCOUNT PRICES

PURITAN OIL CO.
Oh 8 KEYES

train-

Management Trainee
Work in administrative analysis in central staff agency.
Requires degree in public or business adminstraton.

Jud Bird ’65

Ray Terry ’65

PROVI 1iFNT
MURJAl

s=

LIJE

a century of dedicated service
210 North 4th Street
Phone 297-5707

Civil Engineer
Construction inspection or design work available.
Check Your San Jose Placement Office for Information

USE SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED ADS FOR
CONVENIENCE AND PROFIT

dom of God, Jesus fold Nicodemus, "You must be born again" (Johr
3:1-3). To be "born again," (literally in the Greek, "to be born from
above"), is to be regenerated by God-made alive spiritually. Nico
demos at first confused spiritual birth with the well-known experience
of physical birth (John 3:4-12), but Jesus emphasized that the new
birth was different-one which every man must experience if he would
know the reality of God in his life.
Spiritual birth is the direct result of personally receiving Jesus
Christ. who is the Word of God: "You have been born anew, not
of perishable seed, but of imperishable, through the living and abiding word of God; for all flesh is like grass, and all its glory like the
lower of grass. The grass withers and the flower falls, but the word
of the Lord abides forever. That word is the good news (Gospel)
which was preached to you" (I Peter I:23-251.
The "new birth" has immediate and long -farm consequences in
the life of any individual. What God does for a person the moment
He is spiritually born is to create a new life altogether, for God does
not reform or refine sinners. From God’s viewpoint, "If any man be
in Christ he is a new creation, old things are passed away, behold
all things aro become new" (2 Corinthians 5:11).
It is one thing to talk about the new birth, to discuss being born
again, and quite another thing to actually experience this miraculous
transformation. Spiritual birth is emphatically real, and definitely
possible for any and all; the only requirement is willingness to let
Jesus Christ enter one’s life. The result of.= decision will be a
;,,al-and deeply personal meeting with God, resulting in peace and
iity which is not available through any other means.
Have you been born from above? Why not receive Jesus Christ
by faith now. In a moment of time your life can be changed!

Contemporary Christians on Campus
Box 11791, Palo Alto

SPLIT LEVEL APTS.
lie with cther
t 1.- f
21,55946.
THE SANDS
Ldrrn. turn.. 8160 mo.
4. 460 5, IGth. 297.4604.
FURt4
$70 ma. 42 S. 8th.
1
I

61 FORD GALX.,

ts,

51 CHEV. 4

Z
s’.

’0.
Z‘
’.
.:
,
’ss

BDRM

DUPIJX,

ilk-. to -college.
I (2( 41,62 or

N(J1,11,1

IIRE CHAINS,

25-40% OFF

Call 3791422

stile .1,,

Bame arrised on the Sun Jose will be broadcast live on
907 beginning at 6:55 p.m.
p.m., E132. Film. State College campus last week- end. !tame, working for a
degree in Physical &Worth,,
chrislian Fellowship.

San Jose
Across from the famous Winchester Mystery House
Natal Meller, Manager-Phone 244-0880
SWATTER
,s*
Open Mon.. Th, F .
l0 an - 9 p.m.
ST. LOUIS (UPI) -Roger
Tues. Wed ’
i a.m. 5 , p.m.
’
.............w.............f............,........
. ,......w.,..,.......,..,.....",,,,,..,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,4,4,4,4,
I fornshy hit .424 in 1924 for the

Students Over 20 Years Old

1645

pm.. 1140.

liii’’.

Sports Roundup

Fans it tIL
, losing streak tonight alien it meets
Former Um... .ty of Southern St. Mary’s College at 7:00 p
California All-American Damon :at Municipal Stadium. The

work

lop. I will be one of the few N,
roes in a position of influence 1
e,,
the cause.
’’how fortunate I am. I’m
athlete who put a sound body I,
I use for a measly 200 met ’feet 10 inches short of 220 mm

Register now

1401 So. First
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Spartan Daily
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FOR(,i
MONEY
FOR
TALENT
during

2:30
iii

pm..

eaROR

TF MFT

positions available

Work Club, 3:30

A

Students * S,u.lent Wives

BOHANNON’S.

:
.;1(
41:4.: ilal

An SJS sophomore named Trim Smitfi shinned the track %Asa id
the SJS football team
.4tetes Beta Alpha, 4 p.m., LS122.
Saturday afternoon when he tied the ssisrld
It
it I I
lor
200-tnelei
irrle K Club. 1:30 p.m., college
dash.
San .1.
tipeaker.
-I hope this is just the beginning." said Smith -Saturday afterwill
noon I did my part, but it doesn’t stop there. Look anoint! you, Art,
Tel-Beta, 1:30 p.m., 5233. Slides
isn’t this group magnificent?"
of ’,toxic trip.
Open Tonife
It was 5 a.m. Sunday morning. Smith was one of 200 marchers
Christian Science Orpgunizat
ssalking oolong
Camino Real in SOLI Bruno.
7:30 pm., ’Memorial Chapel.
Unlike Warren Spilm, his said. "I vs (’lit to the orarest hal 111,1
111111e1, modern Hebrew etas-,
pitching my no-bitter," or other allileies wills have relished II good
2:30 p.m., College Lillian.
’light’s sleep after a feat sir wills’ i199itraili..11. Smith immediately
Spartan Spear’s, 6:15 p.m., Ana
,,,ined the Selma protest group %Otitis ssas
Isom San .105e
A.W.S., 4 p.m., College Union.
is, the Federal Building in Sall FrativiNvi).
-It’s ironic," said Smith. -that the pliiitogiaoheis \shit took :1Nociitive and cabinet.
pictures of our protest group tor 1
Newman Club, 7:30 p.m., 79 S.
toles
thought they would arouse more publie attooloin 1- biking piciiires , Fifth. Prof. Richard Stanek speaks
primarily of those with beards and sand.
I.illier than presenting on "The Psychology of Marital
an accurate representation of the proof,
Adjustment."
"I had done something notes% el ti
. certain professors, I Student Math Society, 12:30
doctors, and lawyers in the
li.ii I i..inlribitted to 1 pm., E1)214 :mil 410.
the community’s welfare for mie:
.sf their lives, also went linnotici
ANNOUNCEMENTS I 1 1
"I have finally reached :5 go...
II world record. Now, I’m not jtc.:
THE CONQUESTS
:soother Tom Smith. ’Alien I hits.
Winterlond Ski Center
.omething to say, people will ItAUTOMOTIVE 121
Vi
Spring Ski
len. If I cart continue to stay o:

1:50.5 880.

you are about to discover

At BOHANNON S there is a taste
’emoting dish for the most refined
member of your family. Be it a
ftiouthwatering hors crc.euvre or a
:crurnptious dessert - BOHANNON’S expert chefs prepare your
renal from start fo finish with loving
care.

Selma March
For Tom Smith

:.4partans Joe Neff and Roger
were selected Not-ti
wfornia hack man of the
field man of the week resnei...,ly for their efforts at the

Well search no more, for

Spartaguide ’-ififeek,s

Art Simburg

:., vile

, Alan Field triangular Satu,’v. Toot Smith, who t ied the
Iworld record in the 2(11) meter
1 dash and was t rack man of the
!week the past two weeks. will
!receive a special award. Werne
set a school record in the pule
vault I 15-6"4f ;mil Neff aitll

-T’APT

Tuesday. March 16 1465

Neff, Werne I
No. Cal Picks

STUDENTS!!

ONE 1,15.1. NEEDED

Im-e modern

SPACIOUS 1 BDRM APT.
SURFING WAGON
9 pass. Mere.
,
- 295.4821
New: Ft.. rit
carb but’.
egul., good ext. & int. Runs well. $17E., IDEAL APT
I couple. The
tw, U,, yo 7-2944.
467 Sc. 4th St.
60 PONT CAT. 2 dr. hrPo.. 389 ers DELUXE GRADUATE STUDIO, 2 blks.
...; a, blue int. Clean, good
’5 So. 4th.
i .
2414439.
NEED
-. Own bedrm.
’57 DODGE CORONET cony.. imman . -. , 24.
.. .. . ,-. cond. $525. 356.1266 APT. FOR RENT,
1 oudents. Utilities
WORK CAR
’52 Ford. $110. ‘,’.h. 286-0113.
t
.
at 488 N. 2nd, S. ’
I BEDROOM APT , . . q rm. paneled-.
59 RENAULT
’ i ,
P&H. Rebuilt cm I.
ta
.
, 295.8101,
.
M F. 961-0558.
2 MALES
. .re finopp. apt.
’56 AUSTIN HEAI EY si.tr7R&H, 4
irrn. 780 S. 111h. 292-9399,
o. ,
1
s,09. Event,
21. Single Rm. $38.50. Double
1GIRL
CORVA1R 60
- Good cond. Pt. & laund.
294-5142:
11th
N,
So.
‘,C..6
APT.
T. TO... SHAREI (M12.
I. 0$64.35m6a.
97
Pool.
CHEV. 57 -- R&-H-:-New I
Fro. coed, $495. 2-- .BDRM. APT., imn. $49. Close to
61 FORD Gal. Cane., qd. - 4 .
2-4247 fcr info.
Take over pmts. 294-49,190;17. 5.
EXCLUSIVE APT., 2 bdrms., 2 baths or
’58 EDSEL 4 ch. hdtp.. ow, ^ew
bar,. I b k. from SJS. 460 S. 4th, No.
trans.
Pert. cr,nd. 3395. 269., t,ot
.
’64 YAMAHA
$3512
LOST AND FOUND (-61
295-9412.
r

LOST:
or 11th & San
FOR SALE (3)
C .
,
0. ;tripe on back.
WEDDING
295 to,6, 6-7 p.m. Aft.
JLU for $29
Wecia
ess. 295.0946.
RCA ;
Recorder. Eico HFT-90. Fm LOST FLUTE - Cafeteria ladies’ rm.
Tuner. Both excel. cond. Best offer f;
294-2910, rm. 204. REboth or each. 378.3738.
TYPEWRITER, Smith Corona Pm.
SERVICES 181
Sand Wedge $5, Draft Equip. I.
Offer. 298- 1856.
TYPING-All kinds. IBM electric. Wadi
’62 AUSTIN. HEALEY 3000. =
.
guaranteed. Jo Vine, 378-8577.
’ d..ve, 3 r...,rb. ww. del.,.... AN 6641,1.

AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
Bailey, 286.5386, 449 W. San Carlos.
TYPING - Term paper, thesis, etc.

HELP WANTED (41

PART TIME WORK
Lha to $3 an hour nuarenteed to r’a,’
Above average income. Work eves. Da.
off. Taking orders from established co’
t -mere in local chemical route. No etc,
’Inc. 3771430, 6-8 p.m.
HASHER WANTED, evenings. 295 -7222AMATEUR ENTERTAINERS - Mast E,
Darrers, srniers
band
I etc. Call RE 6.6246. B----- 2 p.rtt

a electric. 243-6313.
TYPING =
,ds. Reasonable. Picka -d o
4-3772, 9-6.
SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS, boys or girls.

designing end tailoring.

HAND MADE SANDALS, 167 E. WilSPANISH TUTOR
TYPING
147

HOUSING Is)
MOTHER OLSEN’S BOARDING HOUSE TYHST
units. Linen & mind sere. Kit. & lauad
facil. 3 TV’s. 122 N. 8th, CY 5-9504.
c.cit
BEDROOM apt. turn. Large ail
elect. kkit apt.. & drapes. Laund fac.
gbg pd. 143 N. 8th. 293 6345.
ROOM & BOARD - Warne-. $15 ma
No contract - no curfew. Unappr. House
on bus line Cr. SJS. 286 4331.
biock
$30 -MONTH - Clean rooms,
SJS. Kitchen, liv. rm.. showers. No lease
pd, 292.1327. Heated.
moo.
App. Men’s contract. Jo
FOR SAL F
’I I
11.,11, 294 2927,
Mar l

4.1.

Our home or mine.
5 ofn, or mornings.
. Reasonable. Near

TKA1411.10411TATION
SHARE RIDE
,.

.. for morn.

To place an ad:

Call at

Classified

Adv. Office - J206

MWF 9:30-3:30
T-Th 10:30-3:30
*Send in handy order blank, Encl e
cash or check. Make check out to
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Pht-sno 704-6414, Ext, 2465

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, sell. rent, or
announce anything,
lust fill out and clip
this handy order

Minimum
Two hoes
One time

blank

2 lines

$1.00

$1.50

$2.00

3 lines
4 lines
5 lines

1.50
2.00
2.50

2.25
3.00
3.75

3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS,
1206. San lose State
College, San lose 14,
Calif.
CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION:

Add MS

amount he,
each addh.
bon& one

One time three times Hys time.
50c a line 25c a line 20c I line

Print year ad here:

(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Uns)

ID Announcements (1)
o Automotive (2)
ID For Sale (3)
ID Help Wanted (4)

LI Housing (5)
00 Lost end F(o7u1nd (6)
Personals
I:Services (8)
ID Transportation (9)
NNW

Rue Ad
Iltorenp Dots_

Adrift’s,
(No. it days) Endow S--_

Tile.afay, March VI, 14C1

4PIPARTAN DATTIT

Spartan
D.
m
$portsi ficks..moramow
.2?

KEINNIM_INIELM_

FLY PS A

* 5 RUNNER-UP *
* PRIZES *

*

1st PRIZE

*

*

SRN JOSE’S
ring&
HERTRIE

TICKETS TO
UNITED ARTISTS THEATER

ROUND-TRIP FLIGHT TO
LOS ANGELES BY PSA JET

Here’s How You Enter This Week’s Baseball Contest
I.

COMING APRIL 16

2.

P.S.A. 727 FAN JETS*

CAL vs. UCSB (Mar. 19)

lASA.

PACIFIC SOUTH WEST A

3.

1;()Pri? ELECTRA JETS

5,

For Reservations:
Call 761-0818 or See Your Local Travel Agent

4.

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND LOS ANGELIS

S.

ROLLYWOOOBURBANK SAN DIEGO

Watch for the Spartan Sports Picks page in the SPARTAN DAILY every Tuesday for your
entry blanks.
Fill out the entry blanks by listing the asterisk(*) merchandise special found in each of the
sponsor’s ads and select your sports picks by marking the appropriate box. To receive
credit for a tie, you must predict it by marking the "tie" box. Do not neglect to indicate
your answer to the special tie -breaker question each week. Do not indicate any scores.
Complete your entry by printing your name, address, phone number, and ASB card number on the entry blank.
Bring your entries to room J207 in the Journalism and Advertising Building between the
hours of 2:00 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday. No entry will be
accepted after 4:30 p.m. on Thursday. Do not mail your entry.
Watch for the winners in next week’s SPARTAN DAILY. Do not call or come in person to
the SPARTAN DAILY office to find out the week’s winner. The winner will be notified.

k

The brave are never
differentonly
different \,4
looking. -

:
263 South First
293-1953
LAST TIME TODAY!

Most pictures are
rarely different
b u t this one
surely
.0* is.
Tw

k111011TE BUT THE BRAVE
§
51
\

FRANK SINATRA
SAN TA MARA vs. UCLA (Mar. 19)

_
Visit Hudson’s for an extensive and
selection of quality silverware.

OVER 50 DIFFERENT POSTERS
including scenes from Hawaii, Switzerland, San
Francisco, Spain, bull fights, Rome, Paris, and

This Week Only

Columbia Records

Silverware* from Hudson’s

TRAVEL POSTERS*

EZERASE Typing Paper*

fine

Presents:

100 sheets

k

other famous sites of the world.

Medium weight

65c

Heavy weight

69(

BOB DYLAN

$1.00 each

CAL BOOK

SANTA CLARA vs. UCSB*

134 E. San Fernando
UCSB vs. SANTA CLARA**

San Jose, Calif.

275 S. 1st Street
San Jose, California

CAL vs. UCLA*

BOOK STORE

HOUSE of RECORDS

HUDSON’S JEWELERS

OPEN TON1TE ’TIL 9

330 SO. 10th

UCLA vs. CAL**

3 d at San Fernando One block from Campus
-e55

DISCOTHEQUE*
DANCING

DON’T LOOK GOOD
IN GLASSES?*

Enjoy Discotheque Dancing at its best.
Every day at the Spartan Hub on the new
Seeburg Stereo with the big sound.
iLs
.,.

A

417
io 1" .I

appearance? Look better, and see
better with contact lenses. We’ll be

IMM

123 S. Third St.

PEER( BLANK

Min

ENTRY B1 /OW

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
II.

ASB CARD LIO.

TIE-BREAKER QUESTION: What
is the total runs scored by the
winners of the above baseball
games.

Advertiser

RIM

Merchandise Special

Good for Wednesday Only

BOOKSTORE

014.0
i nos,
2’42"

CY 7-5174

U.S.F. vs. SACRAMENTO STATE*

S.J.S. vs. FRESNO STATE (Mar. 19)
IMIN

IMIN

V/

We Deliver

INN

MARK ONE OF THESE BOXES
Home
Tie
Visitor

Spartan Book

S.J.S.

PSA

Cal

United Artists

Santo Clara

Fresno
(Mar.
UCSB
(Mar.
UCLA
(Mar.

Cal Book

Cal

UCLA*

Roberts Book

UCLA

Cal"

House of Records

Santa Clara

UCSII

Hudson’s

UCSII

Santa Clara

Spartan Hub

S.J.S.

Fresno State
Miler 201

Contact lens

S. F. State

U. of Nevedn’

Cowlings’s, Pine

U.S.F.

Sacramento
State.

* First game of a double-header

This Ad

SPARTAN

862 North 13th

S. F. STATE vs. U. OF NEVADA*

IM

EM

When You Bring In

"Right on Campus"

CONTACT LENS CENTER

.i94 1454

Spartan Sports Picks

Pt

MONEY
- BAGS

glad to help you.

S.J.S. vs. FRESNO STATE (Mar. 20)
MN

at

F),., n.1111
or4 I
A Pit,.
1,, S1.1n Sttelrni,

One Medium Cheese
PIZZA

them

Why /et glasses detract from your

200o

Ladies’ Day

See

I

State
19)
19)
19)

** Second game of a double-header

41111W131.1=111111111111111111111MMEN1111

CONTEST RULES
I. Only currently enrolled San Jose State College students may enter.
.2 Students arc limited to one entry per person.
3. All entries become the property of the SPARTAN DAILY.
4. The SPARTAN DAILY and/or San Jose State College is not responsible for any
entries that are lost or stolen.
5. An entry must be filled out completely with no erasures in order to be considered
by the judges.
6. In the event that two or more entries have the same number of correct selections, the contestant who becomes closest to the special tie -breaker question
will be the winner.
7. All complimentary flight passes awarded on Pacific Southwest Airlines expire on
September I, 1965.
B. The SPARTAN
reserves the 11/2111
( nrro, I run’’,
exkti4 deadline.,
and to make necessary additions Of rorr, lion’. In 16,...P
9. Persons so designated by the SPARTAN DAILY shall constitute the panel ol
judges. Their decisions shall be final regarding both &gemination of winners
for awarding of prizes and for deciding on disqualification for any reason whether
through entry faults or evidences of collusion or any other ineligibility.
10. Entry submission signifies entrant’s acceptance of all contest rules and of the
judges’ decisions.
12. In case a scheduled game is cancelled, all entries for that particular game will
be disregarded. The remainder of the games in the contest will be used to determine the winner.

nior y

ENTERTAINMENT EDITION

TIIE WORLD OF ENTERTAINMENT consists of a montage of
the arts and the various degrees born out of the arts. There is

Lost and Found
Campus lost and found is
now located in the security
office on the ground floor of
the parking garage. The office
Is open from 8-5 weekdays
and is located at the main
entrance to the garage.

drama, dance, folk music and the more classical form of music,
such as that found in the symphony. All of these have been com-

bined to show another aspect of the arts art itself. Photography
and composition were done by Jon Lewis, photography major.

IPARTAN DAILY
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

ASB Petitions
Petitions are still as ailable
for five executive positions and
14 Student Council representatives. They may be picked
up at the College Union, 315
S. Ninth St. Deadline to return the petitions is 4 p.m.
Thursday, Apr11 8.

SECTION B

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, MARCH 16, 1965

ENTERTAINMENT EDITION

Bay Area Entertainment Lists Many
Man From U.N.C.L.E.
Varied Activities, Events and Productions
It pad div looking tor good
entertainment you are sure to
find it in the Bay Area this
weekend.
Topping the list of promising
movies is the la emier of "The

World of Hoods
Finds Satisfaction
In Entertainment
Its SHERRY BROWN
Fine Arts Editor
The world of entertainment is
a mood creator.
It, is a world of emotion;
whether happiness, sadness, fear
or ecstatic joy; all phases are
found in the many artists’ interpretations.
It is a world containing something for everyone.
Those who prefer dramut will
find in these pages something
to satisfy their preference.
There are varying degrees of
the drama included, from the
ancient Greek comedy "Lysistrate" to the contemporary
Academy Award nominee
"Seance on a Wet Afternoon."
The music lover will encounter
a gamut of articles which include the symphony, jazz., folk
music andm usiral film productions.
Potpie interested in sculpt me,
paint ilug and Ill’grPOS thervid Will
.1.1.111s ;ISSN S or the
bf‘ SIVA,
5.15 art aall,ries,
Included for the literary minded are reviews, features on variMS Campus publications and
national hest sellers and poetry.
Television is not only the most
readily available, but also the
most cont roversial rivet t ainmem media as sitidern. debate
5 111(1 achickilitellih. It
Ii’. 1
it ids, included.
You pay your money and you
take your choice.

Sional ut \l us,’;’ the final cit.,tion of Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II.
Star of the musical is Julie
Andrews, who is considered unquestionably the most exciting
new actress on the American
screen this season.
"The Sound of Music" is a
story based on a family that
really existed, the Baron Von
Trapp family. Miss Andrews
plays governess to the seven
Von Trapp children.
Many of the scenes were taken
In Salzburg, Germany where the
real Von Trapp home is located.
It was discovered upon.arriving at Salzburg, that the home
had been occupied by Nazis during World War H. It was a
rather plain building with a
large fence around it, preventing
It from being photographed.
"The Sound of Music" will
open at the United Artists in
San Francisco on a reserved
seat basis on March 17.
Pulitzer Prize winner "A
Streetcar Named Desire." by
Tennessee Williams, is currently
at. the Actor’s Repertory Theater, 25 W. San Salvador St.
It. is the story of Blanche
DuBois, who flees the momory
of a tragic marriage and scandal
in ii small Southern town by
moving to New Orleans to find
refuge with her sister Stella.
Her crude brother-in-law, Stanley Kowalski, resents her presence and in a rage cuts off her
last, chance to escape from the
misery of her daily existence.
"A Streetcar Named Desire"
is the fifth offering in I lie
group’s
current season. The
drama will be presented at 8:30
p.m. March 19-10 and 26-27.
The Actor’s Workshop in San
Francisco is now doing William
Shakespeare’s "Julius Caesar."
Shakespeare’s drama is said
to he if play that has new ntna
iIttug tor every geher;ilien HIVi a
drama that raises all the questions politics can’t answer.

14.iir a hilarious miiiing.

dean

Kerr’s "Mary, Mary," a story
based on the battle of the sexes,
should prove entertaining.
"Mary, Mary," begins March
16 at the Circle Star Theatre
off Bayshore at Whipple and

ruins until March 28.
The San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra featuring Jacob Krachmalnie, violinist, Robert Sayre,
cellist, and Ronald Bishop,
tubist, will perform March 20
at Foothill College.

fly DALE MACKEY
A student walks through an
SJS living center soon after
9 p.m. on Monday and is felled
by a barrage of bone-crushing
karate blows.
A fellow tries to kiss his date
goodnight, and he suddenly finds
her fist in the pit of his stomach.
A kid sister’s complacency
turns into a vicious kick.

Symphonic Band’s Music Spans
400 Years in Tonight’s Concert
Music for the Symphonic
Band’s concert tonight and tomorrow at 8:15 in Concert. Hall
spanning
selections
features
four centuries. The program will
be directed by Vernon 13. Read,
assistant professor of music.
Opening with Beethoven’s
"Military March," which was
first, presented in Vienna in 11316,
the musicians will supplement
the trio section which is a characteristic of I fungarian marches.
"The Bitten" by William Byrd
was llust scored for the virginale, an English Renaissance
instrument. The piece is one of
the earliest examples of music
for repertory drama as it tells
the story or a soldier with
groups of instruments representing various parts of a battle: the alarum, parley anti retreatAn example of the VirIlMse

An idiomatic Spanish style
dominates Joaquin Turina’s
"Procession du Rocio." The =sic recaptures the Procession of
the Dew, a dancing festival and
parade with firecrackers in Seville which is highlighted by a
religious spectacle.
As a revolt against extreme
Romanticism in music, Erik
Satic wrote "Two Gyinnopedies."
The Antique dances were toter
It’s nscribed by Claude I
i -.v.

The finale is a full scale "Symphony in B Flat" for wind band
cotnposed by Paul Hindemuth.
The symphonic band appeared
twice on television last year on
"Perspectives," the weekly college series, on KNTV, Channel
11. In October they presented
"Stravinsky Rehearsal," followed in December by the on the-air premiere of "Theme and
Variations" by Selmenberg.

At the center of this plot and
counterplot is a mild-mannered,
soft-spoken fellow who in real
life is a student, Robert Vaughn.
Though Vaughn devotes his
days to filming adventuresome
pursuits, he spends his evenings
attending classes at USC where
for three years he has been
working for his Ph.D. in Communications.
"I am just beginning work on
my Romance and Teutonic language requirements," he said,
"and it will take me another two
or three years to complete all
requirements for the degree."
When I found Vaughn, he was
catching forty winks in the
MGM Theater which had temporarily been converted into an
UNCLE. set.
Periodic gun blasts shattered
the darkened theater as we hagun talking while the company
rehearsed. I found him sympathetic to ;mother storlortt ;Ind
report,

Born in New York of show
business parents, Vaughn was
raised in Minneapolis where he
attended the University of Minneapolis School of Journalism.
"When I moved to California
in 1952, I studied drama at Is
Angeles City College."
Following graduation in 1956,
Vaughn’s profeF..ional career was
cut short when he was called
into the Army.
Rising to the rank of sergeant, he broke all unofficial
promotion records when, upon
his discharge, he was signed to
play a Marine captain in the
MGM-TV series, "The Lieutenant."
"I’ve always been given the
role of the hysterical heavy,"
Vaughn continued, "even though
I always preferred comedy.
"At first people thought
UNCLE. was a legitimate
espionage show. It took a while
for some people to get the joke.
"We aimed our show at the
hip collegians, the ’in’ set."
A recent television survey indicates that "The Man from
C.N.C.L.E." rates No. 1 with
the college crowd.

VERNON READ DIRECTS THE SJS SYMPHONIC BAND

SC110.11, ’Theme and Variations"

by Arnold Schoenberg, was partially presented and analyzed
by Read this yidr Mt televiaton.
is .1 complex of
The Opus
canim, fugue and imil al ion which
places luxity demands on the
performing ensemble according
to the director.
Familiar strains of "When
Johnny Conies Marching Home"
aro thy basis
’Atilerican Salute,’ (IPSITII1P11

a "show piece fur 20th
wind hand."

Nowailot s it’s becii:ning increasingly difficult to know who
is working for The Man from
UNCLE. and who is a deadly
THRUSH agent.

century
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Controversy
’The
Deputy’
Rages
International Gtlicle Rates Reed
For ’Mature Subject Matter’
By 1.0111s KI

WHO, I

NVI .1 sli

The REED, campus literary
magazine, is now accepting student written prose, poetry. critical essays. and art work.
Under the direction of advisor
.1.:.111/1 1 :11‘.--//11, 1111, P4ICS

Come In
and See Our
New Spring
Fashions

John Hansen; Po, t
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Waiting tor on occasion
to put on a costume and
have a real bail?

Why wait?
We all know how much fun it is to dress vp in a costume and show ourselves off to our friends. Costume
parties aren’t seasonal, they are for when you want
to have fun. So organize a party and rent your costumes at the:

GOODWILL COSTUME SHOP
297-4609

44 N. M,.rket
Large selection for all occasions

(OPEN MON. THRU SAT., 10 A.M.-5:20 P.M.)

8.18 LITERARY ’MAGAZINES
Thcre has been a literary mug’iii.’ pi !Wished at State since
19’..,:t. for 12 N’V:11’,I. The tnitgaIlle ItEKD were:
iiw.s
11, 4.111.1. and EL PORTAL.
WITP put
A
ont by the Enelisit department
mega the direction of Hist, the
club, iind then [’ewe:us,
after the English Club was reorganized in I933.
1..1.1’REATE
This entire nevement cit Calaic
jug at State was started
Miring the turn of the century,
e.t.a..) a yotmg poet named Henry
Meade Bland joined the faculty.
Dr. Bland was numed second
Ii cc’) laureate of C:alifornia icc
1929. Ako sparking ereatisl’llI.:
on campus were Kilci ill :Stark famous ’’The Man Nil
lilt. H.,’" and Senator James I).
Phelan who annually gathered
poeIs ol tin Valley together for
Isvin the lulls al Villa Mon tab.,
’Flie late Sen. Phelan is re,
oonsible for the annual Phelan
ntest which offers cash prize,
ccvthe best student literal’y
-.corks submitted each year.
Phelan bequested $10,000 to furth.q encourage student writing
.1 torts. The interest of Phelan’s
...quest is responsible for almost
an in prizes awarded so far.

hizophrenic vvorld of
1 11.% isjicfl, Iwo personies dominate: the simple Iur
th:o he simpleton) humor
"Gilligan’s Ishy
the ,f/aree, but growl.
n,- toothold of intellectual challeiwe MHO in "Saga of Western ’Man."

}:DUCATIONAL

UNDER NEW MANAGEMUIT
SPECIAL: FRENCH DIP SANDWICH-HAM OR BEEF 99c
Open 7 Days a Week, 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Watch for Follow Up in Lyke!
AL PUTNAk.1

"Saga of Western Man" has
)(al many people hope for a
!i.e.. enlightening, educational
ol 1 i10%
1.il. complaints arise alx,111
tII,’ woe thing gis on to lesser
11,,sss. perhaps television eXeC11IR es should ignore the slurs,
and pat thenisiis es .,n the back.
For if Atuerean ’I V. supported
hy ci cipiial.stIc -ystem, cs It)
11, ill III I. ward more
eonirol in all areas
.1 American life, it must reveal
a far-spreading scope.

Maybe tile word is "demo., ilk.," but whatever the adjective, the television industry
touch all bases, satisfying
..11 segment of viewers ivith

*
*
*
*
*
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lic I,
aboot llochinith’s" assumption that the silence of the
Monett partially deVatican
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by
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which held
llolsheiiks to he
the greater daligri
than the
Nazi,
%%wild
.).) 1111.11 1111,h lucid :1111i111re
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piiver."
Iliieldinth has been called a
Nail. a Cowitianist and an antishwe he wrote ..Tta.

sentite

In an Interview %s ill’
N11,11111 of the sail Eranek.a.
Chronic!, in sluing 1911.1, Hort.Pitts is ci
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esery scene . .

troni dittereill

iantage points."
Berrnel also said that Hoch bath can footnote e\.ery line of
his work to the eients themselves. In printed form
Deputy" contains 65 pages of
history of the events vvitich look
place between 1939 awl 1945
when six million Jews were
killed.
1)espiie IToehhuth’s historical
confirmation of the events whieh
took place, questions have been
raised about his interpretations
..I these liwts.
Boliert Brustein, drama critic
for "The Nevi) Republic." reported in the Jilarch 11, 1964 is that questions have
icu-
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entt ee....
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is that ti.. ie
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l’roteslant, lee Tens, 4 ior-

111111, all hail
he duly lo speak."
Darold riorman, draini critic
of "l’he Nation," pointed out in
the spring 1964 issue that the
play "tells 1114 hull WV ail share
It the gttilt of those years, for
none of 11SI iii’) ’’ii With ailfieien1
vigor, none of its protested bitterly. clam.’ onsiy,
enough."
flochhilth has refused lo cl
the play he pc rr.trou41 in E:istern Europe III! la :Illy eotintry
where the church is soppre...,...1
by the ,b,te.
1,or
wri. I. n
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Best Seller
Reprints
for Less
295-5513

ID E. San Fern ,do between 3rd & 41/1 St.
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)o:se Sifide CoKr

"Tho Niuto,-.0Iss "
ilino-Ono:It: it has been far
l’ar..lytt Jones and
distoncod
tin the 01 her side of the coin
never di,1...
rrl,s
. It
. 11:11i(m. ingecii

’A)
cja /LT
Located in the East Wing of the Art Building

Open Daily from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
it,ed iv touts ,I., I s tessets,
the norther of
gross’s to IT per min.
Persont,I iosol,....11.-nt makes
a shoss- a 11,1 ao.1 Ila national
audience has 111.1111‘ II I11-,11’ 114/1
AlliS1111 NICK111.!ia’!,- IIII !I1 is 1101
i I ii huh 11.y
the only i
are earawn :.
Last month when /I li11/1 1111114I1’ i1111111,1141 111/11 Ale
01.
tic,
1.111111/1,1,,;.
had Madecivfinal escape
;nail,
ittlo llie eireolor lilt’
ences hil the ceiling. Eettors

1:tt,,ter
a sshole array it other far-f hi.,
anthropological sites, but the.,
haVP PrOiltIC011 COMPrehentil\I%
intelligent swipis accompanied
Icy elvier camera work and enterprising reporting. It is obiimisly untrue that TV offers
no challenging programming.
N LW’S SPECIALS
Topping the cake, the neWS
of the three competin.
Slairs
netiv.wks have worked up :1
It,, dable lilt her, bringing
tigatire reports On Viet Nam
the Berlin ii i.11. Appalachia.
’"rhe Wa,i (nit ItIen,’ automation and agriculture.
These encompass world. national and regional problems
geared not Sc, much to answers.
as making America aware of
North, South, East and West.
Perhaps what looks like a
schizophrenic world in modern
television is actually a generally
unrecognized and un-lauded mati mit ion point.

5,000

IN PAPERBACK

10:30 TONIGHT!
Campus Caravan

SPY WHO CAME IN FROM THE COLD by John Le Carre
CALL IT SLEEP by Henry Roth
CANDY by Terry Southern and Mason Hoffenberg
THE NIGHT IN LISBON by Erich Maria Remarque
RAISE HIGH THE ROOF BEAM, CARPENTERS, and
SEYMOUR, AN INTRODUCTION by J. D. Salinger

Soft Swing -Folk -Comedy

Sundays, during run of each exhibition,
from 1:15 to 5:00 p.m.

Coming Exhibitions:
Nclson-Freimark-Richardson Exhibition - March 22-April 9
Inauguration Exhibition - April 26 May 14
Annual Student Exhibition
June 1 - Through first two weeks of Summer School

FOR AN ELEGANT EVENING )UT!
at Sensible Prices
Have Dinner in the Beautiful Blue and Gold Room

AT PLATEAU 7
then go dancing to the wonderful music of the
Dale Price Trio in Our New

SKYVIEW NORSEMAN ROOM
Now Open for Your Pleasure!
Take the sky//ft to the
heights of dining pleasure,.
GOURMET FOODS
MAGNIFICENT VIEW.

Luncheon

Cocktails

PC.1,1 I cF

SAN JOr,r_

Dinner,

/

RESTAURAN1

It

CALIFOR’llA BOOK CO.
134 E. Son Femoral()

Open Saforday

ATOP THE SWENSON

777 N. First St., San Jose a Phone 297-7775
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SEE THE OUTSTANDING BOOK BUYS
SAN JOSE BOOK SHOP HAS FOR YOU THIS WEEK

BEAUTY CONTESTS continue to be c ients of great significance
on college campuses, and every year lovely young ladies vie for
the title of homecoming queen, princess of the month, sweetheart
of the week, tv’;ss Personalii,/, Miss No Personality and Lyke Doll.
.11J,..!cs for f:.;5 issue are shown above.
Features of diffatent
Lyke will go on sale March II.
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Paperbacks Avaliable in all subject areas
NOW

February 19114.
.111 Mulish edition of the play
ii, ci printed kW
ear.
Shortly after public performDewily, reviews
al,p.,,,red in every major publication. la, Bentley has since
compiled a rmall portion oh the
reviews into a book entitled
’"rhe Storm (her the I)eptity."
hi ’c. book :done has 535 mile)), listed in I ho
Alhert Bennet. drama (Title
11/11l isIle, "Mick 1111111 licis .1101111lell 111I all -0111 as-

READ FOR YOUR ENJOY/W:1AT
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Wide Variety Prs:q:As on Tube;
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1st:CO:VD POET

NVhile some are alarmed at
the rocketing ratings of
Island" Whir.’ in the
ratings), there are ohviously many homes where this
situation and slap-stick comedy
, a weekly must.

Celny
cteak

195 S. 1st ST.

S I )1% Er:tel. Shepard, now
retired and De. James W01/11,
iii i if English, a sNIA% PI
in the publication.
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j for the jazziest jazz jazz for the jazziest j

Cinerama Theater
Unique Attraction
For S.J. Residents

by miehrl janleiit
j for jazzjazz b,r j
say.
tor jazz
j
j is for junkies others says.
that’s the bad analogy you’ve heard about for years
now.
51.111t.

II
San Ji
. of ihi’ few
cities in the thilion to have its
own cinerama theater, and the
only city in Northern California
to base (me especially built for
the cinerama process.
All this came about last November when the Century 21
theater was completed at a cost
of "a inillion plus" ccording to
Letai Herrin, theater manager.
’Me theater is located on Ol-

j is also for the dapered and expert mjq
and blind rotund kirk blowing on three saxophones.
j is also miles davis’ lament in a
hot muggy new york night
while a faded drink languishes
in your glass.

a

sl

’The
all,
Isco

j is also cannonball at the workshop
and charlie mingle; at the vangisii it
wailing with yusef lateef.

0011. ii

fers,
Inns,

j iS also C:1111011 111Crle’S CV). it !tA P
when sunny vets blue %Oen miss inacrae
sang before 7110li persons on a sat utility Hight
at the Monterey jazz festival.

In

.1

had

sen

j is also for art tatum and charily parker,
tester young and billie holiday.
they’re all dead, you’ll say.
so what?
oh, nothing. they were once here ton, you know.
j is also for the monk,
crisscrossing,
and eric dolphy crying into the night.

I,1

y

ray charles, jimmy rushing, Joe
most’ unison,
all humming folklore.
let us add
john soultrane and ornette coleman,
taid shank and sonny rollins,
all on saxophones to the letter j.
j is also for john birks, dizzy gillespie,
quincy Jones and gerald wilson,
ben webster and gerry mulligan,
herbie tnann and lea mc cann,
bud powell and lee morgan,
hill evans and
with him,
frond, tnititehead, vultaire, margaret meaile.
santayana, mohammed and,
of course, zen.

C)C

95
.N

just
lt,,zuut

don’t give tne peter, patil and mary,
henry mancini and those other similar niariotiet
for the let tot- j.

.93

lb

what else can we add to the letter j in the jazz
language?
March, 1965

violinist, and Joan Bridges, pianist.
Competition is very strong for
first chair positions because this
also means solo work.
"It is a great honor to be concert ma.der," Dr. Walters pointed out. William Galbraith, concert master, was selected from
the violin players and was chosen on the basis of skill, leadership and experience.

32 So. 2nd St. Ph. 286-4858
Fret’. Parking at Kirby’s Lot

tertainers.
Hilt I ole was not endeared
I ’o hiN Kluging alone. The exemplary lilt’ he led was a source of
prate to many of his contemporaries. He added a dash of
dignity to the world of entertainment

11 led.
.
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he
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still
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1.1111."
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-- Photos by .1,,n Lewis

New TV Series
20th
HOLLYWOOD (UPI I
Century-Fox, taking a note from
its successful "Peyton Place" series. will make a series from another hit movie, "The Long. Hot
Summer," starring Edmond
O’Brien.

S conic.’’

Rose," "Straighten Up
and
Right," "Send rod- Mr,"
..S0111"11 here
Along the
liti," and "Non Ilementi"Itailiblin.

car."

In his lifetime, the "King" recorded a total of 22 singles anti
43 albums. His records have sold
more than 50 million copies,
making him one of the world’s
hitdie,t paid :mil 111,t

In friendship

man,

In

cc’cI it

Date Your Prom
DATE NOW!
GOURMET
DINNERS

ii
1116

.

*’1.2.67

And while you are dining and dancing, you will not
spend any of your valuable moments worrying about
the condition of your car, because it has been serviced
at Silva’s.

I

EASY-CARE ORLON
SHELLS BY BLAIRMOOR

SUN -BOUND TOPS
IN ZINGY COLORS
9.00
Shells have a ’’hp’’le 1"
their own: pair

keed4

SPORT SHOP
3151 ALUM ROCK
258-5305

295-8968

LATE FOR CLASS? WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU

41:11?

ivt

Headed for the ski slopes?
Then you’re heading in the
right direction when you
come here for all your ski
equipment and accessories!
We’ve finest quality skis of
every size and type, poles,
boots, goggles and other accessories for beginners or
experts. Come in and let
us advise you on
your selection.

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
J 206

"BRING RESULTS"

EXT. 2465

dashingly with sk
bermudas. lit 100%

acrylic for easy -care
wheat/orange,
pastel pink hot pink/

Orion

in

ague/chartreuse stripes. S-ML
SPORTSWEAR.

to give.

song,

his

devo-

Cole’s family included his wife
xlaria, and their five children:
I in.’, 19; Natalie, 14: Nut Kelly
I adopted I, 5: and twins Casey
;oat Timulin,
Cole was never very active in
civil rights movements, but he
gave large financial contributions to such causes.
The fame of the man with the
velvet voice will not end with his
death, for as long as music is a
part of the international scene,
the name of Nat "King" Cole

111.010Itilltle."
TOIO

sadly,

tion to his family."

hit. II..

"I

Itto.t ."

so

had

lie gave

ot all Alabaina sharecropper marces, olth

Benny, one

friends,

remarked, "lie gave so much and

preacher, he rose to the planacie
of

cliewst

Cole’s

COMING
Frankie Fanelli
Eddie Peabody
Frankie Randall
Nelson
Mom
smar.li2311
Eddy
Wayne Newton - Jack Jones
Trini Lopez
John Gary

special night as you are ...

SILVA SERVICE

i’.

Nat "King" Cole. it the iefiti,ely short span of 15 yeau s. managed to sing his way into the
hearts of millions.
They will never forget the
spell of magic he wove over his
audience with his soothingly
beautiful ballads, his soft-spoken
manner, his natural, inimitable
style and his fantastic sense of
rhythm.

WittelIPS,

Be sure your car is as ready for that

78 S. 401 St.

VOiee

lititI.eltIlt.

Dante Hypnotist

From $5

Everything in
Musical
Instruments
and
Accessories
Harvey’s Musical
Instruments

1111dt/die+

Ends Mar. 18th

sprinkle jazz on the letter j,
the letter on that tombstone faded by the ages
and the wind and the rain and the sun.

There are also auditions each
year to select the student soloist. "This is one of the highest
honors a student can receive,"
Dr. Walters said.
The winners are always presented in a formal concert.
Those auditioning may select
works of their choice as long as
they are among the standard
symphony repertoire. This year’s
winners are Camilla Shelden,

hi %

AlltIOUgh
HIV

Jimmie Wakely

Musicians List Competition As Key Note
By
I: WADE
Compr I II ion is very high
among the members of the SJS
symphony orchestra.
There is competition to become a member, for first chair
positions, for soloists and for
concert master.
ou don’t have to be a music
major to be a member of the
symphony orchestra. but you do
need to play the symphonic music with the degree of skill and
quality required by the orchesra.
’The orelieslra Is one of the
oldest organizations on the rant pus," 1)1.. Gibson Walters, conductor of the symphony orchestra said. There has been a full
orchestra for about 50 years, but
even during the days of the normal school, there was some musical activity.
The members of the orchestra
are selected after audit ions.

Cole Fans Recall Hits
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give me red garland and paul chambers,
jackle mc lean and art blakey
for the letter j.

plenty more.

11011-1!

SAFARI

give me soul and funk and blues:
give me silver pieces with horace silver,
and west coast jazz over the carmel waves
while squawking sea gulls circle over the bay.
THROUGH A SCREEN SOFTLY sounds of a beating drum portray one facet in the world of music.
Jazz is a sound which creates an image of a dark,
smoke filled room. Occasionally in the background
ice in a glass adds its melody to a wailing saxophone or a strong voiced trumpet. Jazz is an almost
primitive sound which beats in the blood of men.

Off Or
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i don’t want at hirt
blowing away cotton candy,
and glenn miller marching away
for the letter j.

.98

I.

lit-St 114/Iii. to t lie
WitietleNi VT hliuuse.
The sliateture is a massive
dome supisirted by 20 steel girders. The dome is 164 feet across
and 51 feel high. The screen
dominates a fair share of the
building for it is well over 100
feel king and 33 feet tall.
The interior features gold and
brown tones with gold drapes
clivering most of the walls. The
lobby has a stone floor and is
surrounded by glass and a selfervice snack bar.
The sound system is by Ampex
and is a stereophonic seven track
system %%ill’ eleen large low
frequency speakers.
"It’s A Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad
World," featuring a huge cast of
Hollywood notables has been
playing since the opening. Herrin
said that response to the theater
and the picture has been very
good. "We’re sold out every Friday and Saturday night," he
stated.
Herrin anticipates a great demand for tickets for "My Fair
Laity" s hieh brritis April 6. "It
I he s:o. "to order tick. I
,..1: or 1..11 d.t-, in adIi’.

the house suddenly hushed like a church.
yes.
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Spartan Daily Names Bartender
As Editor in Charge of Spirits
If

YIIILL NIXFEILD
first time in the history of SJS a bartender has
been made an honorary editor
of the Spartan Daily.
At the conclusion of last semester. Steve Hendricks, bartender at Bohannon’s, was made
an honorary editor of the Daily
in charge of morale and spirits.
Reason for the unusual presentation stems from the fact
the Daily is printed just three
doors down the street from Bohannon’s.
Each evening the printers at
Globe Printing take a half-hour
lunch break leaving the Daily
staff without any copy to proof.
So off they go to Bohannon’s
where they are greeted by Steve,
"the only bartender in captivity
that speaks with a broken handwriting."
"Stevie" came to the United
States from Holland 15 years
ago.
lie has been married 11 years
and has two children, Lennie, 6,
and Linda, S. Hendricks resides
with his wife, Buenta, and family in Santa Clara.
For the past five yoars he has
been employed at Bohannon’s, a
dinner house on South First
Street.
"I hate nasty people," the
mixologist stated. "I treat people nice and I expect the same."
Late last semester the Daily
staff headed for print shop number two, alias Bohannon’s, for a
little refreshment.
About 15 reporters were present when a middle aged lady
came in the establishment.
When she found out that the
students were from SJS she ordered a round of drinks. It seems
she attended night classes at
SJS.
A few minutes later her husband arrived and she presented
him a bill for the round of
drinks she had purchased for
the staff members.
This incident, according to
Hendricks, was one of the funniest he has seen since the Dali
have been visiting

The Roaring 20’s Na.,er
Roared Ube This!

Dance to the Wild Rh thm of’

"THE ORIGINALS"
15515i5.
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The Newly Enlarged

ROARING 20’s LOUNGE
MOONLITE LANES
2780 EL CAMINO REAL
SANTA CLARA
MOONLITE SHOPPING CENTER
COME EA81.111 Dancing From 8 P.M.
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It has been many moons singe
a novel has been published depicting the real intrigue and
truth about the business of international espionage.
John Le Carte, a former member of Her Majesty’s Secret
Service, has succeeded in shattering the James Bond image attached to this all -too-frequent
subject in his international
bestseller, The Spy Who Came
in From the Cold.
In brief, The Spy Who Came
in From the Cold is a novel about
an MI -5 agent who moffs a few
vital plans along the way and
is drummed out of the service
for his actions.
In a carefully plotted scheme,
the disgraced agent, Alex
Leamas, is corrupted, publicly
embarrassed and even put in
prison as a part of a plan which
would eventually save the life of
the MI -5’s "best informant" who
ranks high in the Communist
structure in East Germany.
Skeptical critics, who already
thought the market was flooded
with "spy novels," looked at Le
Carre’s novel with a fear that
another Ian Fleming had been
born.
The critics were in for a shock
as they read and wrote their
appraisal of this excellent novel.
"Superbly constructed with an
atmosphere of chilly hell," wrote
J. B. Priestley. "A great and
rare treat- -brilliantly conceived,
faultlessly plotted and beautifully written," added Rex Stout.
"Show" magazine enhanced
these comments by saying, "In
a world all too surfeited with
glamorous James Bonds and
Mate Hans, John Le Carre has
at last written a novel about
espionage that is not only thrilling, but believable."
If the reader is looking for
an all -too-rare experience in
spine chilling mysteries. read Le
Carre’s novel. It’s the best dessert for those who like the main
cowse of James Bond.
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ROMANCE YOUR GIRL
new dahcmy (cup ssite4

MITCHELL+

4-PRESENTS

THE
MGHTEOUS BROS.
The Beau Brummels & Bobby Goldsboro
PLUS FIVE MORE
TOP ACTS
Tickets $3.00. $4.00 $5.00

Spy Novel Merits
Acclaim of Critics;
Better Than Bond

Wed. and Thurs.
Ozzie Peterson Trio
Fri. and Sal.
Marty Praccio
and
The Hofbrau Bond

SAN JOSE
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2 Dance Floors
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Ballads Do More Than Entertain;
Reveal a Deeper Human Meaning
ity CABOINN RI -it NELL
"Frankie and Johnny %%e re I.% era
Oh Lord, how they vould by.-.
They sni/re III he true ill each
other, true as the stars
bOVe.

He nos her man, but he was
doing her u rung."
Folk songs, such as this one,
comprise the best selling albums
in the record business today.
Within the last few years interest in folk music has revived
and as result, this type of music
has become a fad all over the
United States.
"Folk music is more than a
form of entertainment," Prof.

I f Lk.11.2P It Ii ’ /
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[INFORMATION

In the positive function It fulfills in society, for It is still
closer I
I to the material life
of nwn.
People use it as a comfort in
sad times, as cheer to accomplish a difficult task or as a release for pent up joys.
An extension of this social
function was, in the United
States, the development of industrial folklore such as miners’
songs.
This type of song has an epic
quality anti served to encourage
working men. It also served to
convey expression of protest.
This country’s history and re-

-Photo by Jon Lewis

David Hatch staled in a recent
lecture to the SJS Folk Club.
"The folk arts have something
to say. They are an effort to
understand the facts of life and
retranslate them into reality."
Folk songs deal with "cruel
issues," he said. "things thai 3 011
really sweat al I rending
human concerns."
Hatch pointed out that some
are true, such as this one concerning a man convicted of killing his wife.
"Tim Evans was a prisoner,
Fast in his prison cell,
And those who lead about his
crimes
They damned his soul to Hell,
Saying ’Go down you murderer,
go down’."
In the United States and
Great Britain urban influences
affected the texts of folk music
and critical periods of the year
and decisive moments of life became occasions for the folk song.
Thus folk music is, in part,
functional music music for
a
purpose.
The test of a folk song may lie

Yes ma’am we have a large col-

lection of plays, classics and short
stories. In fact we have just about
every kind of leisure reading book

gional geography are reflected
in its folk song.
The opening of access routes
through the Appalachians
brought such songs as "The
State of Arkansas" and "The
Kansas Boys."
After the Civil War, folk songs
began to reflect changes in culture of the country- -the growing pains of modern America.
The Song "Casey Jones" emphasizes dangers of early railroading: "There’s many a man
been murdered by the railroad;
And laying in a low and lonesome grave."
At the beginning of the 20th
century folk songs such as "The
Farmer Is the Man That Feeds
Them All" told of social reform
movements.
"Pie in the Sky" told of the
growing labor movement and
"Beans, Bacon, Gravy" in the
1930’s, depicted the depression.
Folk songs of 1965 continue
the trend to reflect changes in
culture.
Many of them deal with current crises:
"We bow our heads and give
Thee thanks
We’ll never forget atlas
Those tear gas raids, yee army
tanks
Those riots atter elsttos,
’Hie National litiartl,
The barely:Ides where we shared
our first kiss,
The Senior Prom, the hand
grenades,
We’re going to nils ’Me Moe."
This was done by the Chad
Mitchell Trio, who recently iip-

you could possibly want. Just
Open

Mon. thru Thurs.

collection anytime. Thanks for
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calling.
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SPRING FEVER
is pretty common
this time of year.
Join in the fun;
but when that

special date

comes, give her ...
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(THE Campus Florist)
8th & Santa Clara

2954321
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come in and browse through our

9 p.m.

peared in the San Jose area.
The trio is composed of three
former Gonzaga University
(Washington) students, Chad
Mitchell, the leader, Joe Frazier
and Mike Kobluk. It has become
known for its satire.
"With our satire we attempt
to keep issues in the general
public’s mind - - to keep people
thinking," stated Mike Kobluk in
an interview,
"We appeal to the thinking
generation, in particular, those
of high school, college age who
are concerned about the world
just as those in past years were,he said.
Kobluk said that In the past
year the folk fad existed because
indhiduals capitalized on folk
tousle, but that the fad is dying.
Those performers without quality are falling by the wayside.
Concerning other artists in the
field, Kobluk commented, "I feel
that Peter, Paul and Mary are a
top group.
"Bob Dylan is the best folk
writer, he is tied up in the idea.
We have done some of his songs
and I feel that we are closely
allied as far as material we are
apt to sing is concerned.
"Joan Baez has a beautiful
voice and I agree with what she
says but not always with the
way she says it.

CHAD MITCHELL TRIO, which appeared recently at the Civic
Auditorium, sings a variety of unadorned folk favorites but
specializes in topical satires. Original, controversial numbers and
humorously pointed re -writes make up 30 per cent of the
act. The tliree hope their lyrical dissent will strengthen the American causa, according to Mitchell, who started the group at
Gonzaga University in 1959.
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Be sure
you get that
favorite girl
a corsage

of

beautiful
flowers.

330 So. 10th Street
across

from men’s dorms
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"FAMOUS FOR FIN

FLOWERS"

(30,)

2nd and San Fernando
Phone 292-8312
THE FINEST ALWAYSAND YOU PAY NO MORE

’Mary Poppins’ Floats Into Hearts
Of
Winds
Via
Easterly
Audiences
,
-1

.1

\piali-

docious!
Those who can’t figure (ell the
exact pronunciation and meaning of this Walt Disney tonguetwister had better hurry to see
"Mary Poppins" at the local
theater before the wind changes
elif.e(’tions.
The east winds, according to
the original story by P. L. ’MAYErni, bring Mary Poppins to town
and the west winds take her
away.
It is the Travers book that
Disney uses to base his two iind
a half hour fantasy on film.
Once again, the brilliant creator
Uses all the magir-Makieg machinery at his command to present a remarkably inventise
mixture of live action and aninuit ion.
The setting is jolly old Ion dun In the year 1911). Members
of the Banks family are in a
dither over the servant problem
after it distraught nanny twits
nit hunt offivial lease or word of
warning.
Das ing disposed of a whole series of nannies, the Banks children, Jane and Michael (Karen
Dotrice and Matthew Garber’
compose their own want ad listing desirable qualifications as
". . . a cheery disposition, rosy
cheeks, plays games, will not
scold us."
Mary Popping, played by Julie
Andrews, answers the ad. S he
wd flies

unihrella
to tic Hanks
house, Numler Seventeen, on
mythical Cherry -Tree Lane.
It is in much the same manner that Miss Andrews herself
came to Hollyw.s.d to make her
movie debut.
By-nussed by. produeer Jack
I.. Warner for the film sersi llll
of "My "’air Lady," the pretty
Broadway star proves to members of the
ie Intituol y that

Fiower Girl Whimsy
At Century 21 Soon
Ity CAROL I
"My Fair Lady," the musical
whimsy about an English flower
girl who "always lives in a garden," is a blooming success from
credits to finale.. The colorful
hybrid of G. B. Shaw’s "Pygmalion" and Lerner & Loewe
(plus Previn p orchestration opens
April 6 at Century 21.
Alakey Hepburn won the nod
over Broadway’s sentimental favorite, Julie Andrews, for the
lead :as Eliza Doolittle and thoroughly justifies the choice. The
star of "Breakfast at Tiffany’s"
discovers knowledge, style and
intimacy as she transforms from
"deliciously low" to pseudo-regal.
Although the singing should be
credited to Marni Nixon, it takes
Miss [letdown’s Academy Award -

1).
)ainl erusit
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"The meeting place for Area Artists"

* Paintings
*One-Man Shows
Monthly
*Custom Frames
Rachel Thompson,
Marilyn Linn
c-

tit

her array of talent Is easily
stage to eho
transferred fr
ma.
Acting as the awe-inspiring
Emlish nanny, but without the
alwrity of the real Mary Poppins, she declares herself "practically perfect in every way" and indeed she is.
Miss Andrews slides up banisters, performs "tidy -up" miracles
in a playrotim, and even manages

* Art Classes
* Art Supplies
* Gallery Open Daily
1-4 P.M.
14159 Big Basin Way
Saratoga, Calif.
867-1200

Artist Agents

For Surfing - Swimming - Horseback Riding - Parties
.Go to Ensenada for Easter Vacation
ATTENTION! Sororities - Fraternities - Everyone
Student Rates - Make reservations as soon as possible.
For further details - please come to or call

WILLOW GLEN TRAVEL AGENCY
1275 Lincoln Avenue, San Jose, Californ:a
Telephone 298-0136
He also has
Our repress:001m on campus is Dave Payne
Information on Hawaii -Aspen-Pacific Northwest
Call him at 292-8362

COME ONE
COME ALL!
Pizza Haven has long been renowned at SJS for
serving good food at

student

prices.

winning acting to make the exflower girl a charming partner
for the Prince of Transylvania.
Eliza exchanges her Cockney
gutter slang for it proper British
accent only to find that her personality is not sincere when
"London is waiting and daylight
is breaking."
She tenderly convinces her instructor that a lady’s concern
is "not how she behaves but how
she is treated."
Miss Hepburn’s more impressive scenes include the subtle
slapstick in the village market,
her chocolate-in-cheek bargaining with Higgins, her debut at
Ascot and the let-down after the
Embassy Ball,
KIND PROFESSOR
Doing a magnificent job as
the linguist, Professor Higgins is
Hex Harrison, who co-slurred
most recently in "Cleopatra."
His joviality and exuberance
propel the show as he proves
that "he has milk of human
kindness by the quartful in each
vein."
Although his delightfully disgusted lament, "I’m an Ordinary
Man" is a rousing success, Harrison is at his best when his
comic antics serve as a foil for
Eliza’s polished conversation at
the Ascot opening day and Mrs.
Higgins’ farewell tea.
Colonel Pickering, Higgins’
chief instigator, who makes th7
bet that the professor cannot
convert Eliza into a duchess, is
a stand-up character with little
opportunity for talented Wilfrid
Hyde -White,
ROLLICKINri ROLE
Stanley Holloway has more
than "just a little bit of luck"
as he rollicks through his role
as Eliza’s father.
When Higgins recommends
him as a circuit lecturer, Doolittle splurges his new income
on tux and pubs for one last
fling before he is hoisted high
above the sawhorses to "get him
to the church on time."
Jeremy Brett’s image as a
matinee idol enhances his brief
appearances and songs "on the
street where she lives" as the
suitor Freddie Eynsford-Hill.
TOP ARTISTRY
Cecil Beaton gets an "A" for
artistry and authenticity for costuming and production. He tastefully blends assorted patterns in
wallpaper, upholstery and rugs
with polished mahogany in true
British tradition.
Brimming hats and elegant
gowns are not only the talk or
the Embassy Ball but also the
basis for one of the movie’s 12
Academy Award nominations.
Beaton’s exquisite black and
white simplicity in formal attire
is matched by his eye for detail
in Eliza’s slum tatters and the
maids’ outfits.
With only a few miscues in
dubbed singing, the Warner production receives highest ratings
for set designs, musical adaptation, acting enthusiasm and general excellence.

to wIti-lt her Irientis 1111 1111,J one
of Disney’s clever nese’ -Iteverlands, where cartoon characters
serve tea arid carousel horses
carry Mary to the finish line in
ot eeplech i
5
a
Mfare Andrews Is il
In herself. Iler solve
whole
Is perfect for this
tly as il breaks into song elear
11. crystal. The
1101141141
111111
lullaby tunes are beautiful.
The role of nanny is played
v. i.li a direct, no-nonsense quality that makes it seem the most
nI,I ura I thing in the world.
No one should be too amazed
when the leading lady pulls out
a rubber plant and floor lamp
’complete with fringes( from an
empty carpetbag. In Disney’s
world, nothing is impossible and
everything is magic.
’Ile supporting cast is only a
trifle short of perfection.
Dick Van Dyke plays Bert, a
Jack-of-all-trades and close
friend of Mary Poppins. He is
magnificent in his role and also
has a "surprise" part that easily
deceives the audience.
Although he is uneasy with his
accent, Van Dyke steals the
show as he clowns and sings
with his ere. t style. He is nimble ati the chimney sweeper.
who hoofs up a neat soft-shoe
routine with a quartet of penguins and then leads a male
elnous in rooftop ballet.
DaVtil Tomlinson and Glynis
Johns arr the spirited parents
of the Banks children. ’llielr
parts In the movie %Could appeal
especiaIts to adults because of
the moral lesson ins olved.
Ed Wynn is the silly uncle of
Mary Poppins who floats up toward the ceiling every time he
laughs. ’Phis is one part of the
movie that should not be missed;
Wynn’s laughter is very contagious.
A IF
contributing to the enjoyment of the show are Reginald Owed, Arthur Trencher and
Elsa Lanchester, who play
minor roles.
Much praise and credit should
go to the writers and directors
of this fascinating film. Disney’s
staff includes Bill Walsh and
Don DaGradi, screenwriters;
Richard and Robert Sherman,
songwriters; and Mare Breaux
and Dee Dee Wood, whit worked
on the chnreography and dance
direction.
English -born Itobtrt Stevenson Cu-;,’. director of the movie.
He also direeted last year’s Suecesfill
box-office spectacular.
"The Absent -Minded Professor."
Disney is in ;t pretty. g 1
sit I’m I.e
sl1
hack 110W and watch
the profits roll In,
As I bilk Alpert of Time
Magazine points out. "Disney
has himself another bonanza,
and deservedly. He has shown
that when Hollywood’s technical
resources are allied with talent,
taste, and imagination, superb
entertainment can he the result."
"Mary Poppins" certainly is
one of this year’s best film productions. It has 12 Academy
Awards nominations to prove it.

Bob Hope As MC
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Bob
Hope will act as master of ceremonies for the April 5 Academy
Awards presentations with Dick
Van Dyke named as the first
Oscar presenter.

Art DealerBurr
Raymond Burr. --I., I if -Perry
Mason," is a leading art collector, and an art dealer with
worldwide gallery operations.

Stop in today and allow us to show you
that The best may cost less.

San Jose State
DRAMA DEPARTMENT
has presented this season:
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nancy and ctracis a helmet in place of a babe
from Calonike’s garments. Calonike ;s herself
persuaded to return to the women’s plan.

JUDITH LONG portrays the defecting Calonike
as she tries to persuade Lysistrata, portrayed by
Carole Pendergrast, to let her go home. Lysistrata doubts the validity of Calonike’s preg-

War and Sex
Link the Ages,
In ‘Lysistrata"
By BARBARA DUNN
Two universal problems common to all ages are dealt with in
"Lysistrata," College Theater
production. These problems are
war and sex.
It is quite easy to see this link
of the modern with the old in
the production. When Dr. Hal J.
Todd, head of the Drama Department, wrote the adaptation
of the ancient Greek comedy by
Aristophanes, he realized the
problems an audience might face
in relating this to modern times.
Dr. Todd, in making his compilations, chose the least oftenshe of several translations of
the comedy, then combined it
with another more "spicy" one.
After this, he added portions of
another of Aristophanes’ plays.
The end product has been viewed and enjoyed in the SJS College Theater.
A vital link with the present
came in the scene design. The
universality of the war and sex
themes was dem( inst rated by the
use of posters as the curtain:
"Uncle Zeus wants Youse,"
"Make the world safe for Democracy" and "War to End
War" are typical.
The use of an ancient theatrical device known as dens ex machina also enhanced the play
production. In the play, it is
necessary for the god of war and
the goddess of peace to enter on
clouds, so they do.
Also, parallels are drawn between industries today and the
Chort’s of Old Men in the play.
They think that the war should
continue, since it’s quite good for
their business. In fact, business
thrives during the war as never
before.
During the play, the women
standing above the gate of the
Acropolis are constantly throwing things at the Chorus of Old
Men.
And, of course, in the end the
women get the upper hand anti
peace prevails fen. Athens anti
Sparta.
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SALE SLACKS
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Limited Time Only!
Entire traditional slack selection
featuring all wools . .. Dacron
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SJS Little Art Gallery Contains
New Art Display Every Week

Gallery Displays Art
The SJS Art Gallery will
round out its Spring semester
program with three exhibits, according to John Leary, gallery
director.
The gallery, located on the

BREAKFAST
SPECIAL
Ham. Satcsage. Bacon
ant! Eggs

first fltskr of the Art Building,
will present a three-man faculty
exhibit from March 27 to April
9; an Inauguration exhibit (coin
April 26 to May 14; and the annual Student Exhibit from June
1 through the first two kkeeks
of the Summer Session.
SJS Assistant Professors of
Art Willis Nelson, Robert Frei mark and Samuel Richardson
will display selections of their
painting during the first exhibit.
SJS President Robert D. Clark
asked that an exhibit in the gallery he incllided uO part id the
f!eremonies It hi, i,fficial inauguration thi; Spring.
This disphy
Melo& paint -

logs and sculpture from 20 leading California artists. This showing will have a "highly contemporary flavor," a c cor ding to
Leary.
The final display will be an
exhibit of student work front all
fields of art taught at SJS. "An
off-campus jury will select the
most outstanding works from
SJS students and these will be
included in the showing," he
said.

Next to the Art Office in the
Art Building there is a little
room, often overlooked by students hurrying to class or checking the main Gallery for a new
exhibit.
This loom is known to art
students and faculty as the
"Little Gallery." Unlike its large
OH inleivari, the main gallery
which changes shi ass about four
times a semester, the Little
Gallery has a new display almost
every week.
These exhibits, according to

Willis Nelson, assistant professor of art and Little Gallery
director, are mainly displays of
SJS talent.
The works shown are often
those of Master’s Degree candidates in art. Other displays ale
made up of individual classes
or several classes working together.
"The I.ittle Gallery is open to
the public. Students who %visit
to have a stimulating atmosphere
may even use it for a study center," Nelson said.

Tall Shops
HIGH FASHION
Designed for
Teller Than Avenel
V lono.Walited

42 East San Antonio
Downtown San Jose
CY 3-7616

3n1 and San Fernand()

WELCOME
Your
NEW PLEDGES
with

FLOWERS
by

ampui- or
318 South Tenth Street

/CP.i

Phone 297-4665

WILLIAM PENDERGRAST,
playing Pedro, the father of the
Mexican -American family portrayed in Luis Valdex’s "The
Shrunken Head of Pancho Villa,"
stoops over his son’s guitar. The
nuitar represents a tie to the
Mexican culture. "The Shrunken
Head of Pancho Villa" conveys
the painful realities a MexicanAmerican family has as it attempts to assimilate into the
great United States melting
pot.
k

Two Top Stars Highi;ght
’Seance on a Wet Afternoon’
Jb
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Seance on a \Vet Afternoon,"
with Kim Stanley and Richard
Attenhoraugh. is I Iltit unusual
hired of
:Is OHS being ;I 1, ’1;11 f.1111111. 11111N’
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THE YOUNG MAN
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11FF IS SUITED
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Miss Stanley, as the demented
medions brings her vonsideralde
talents to a role lhal, in lesser
bassi’s, would have degenerated
into farcical nieloilraina. Slit’
carries tlie picture and easily
places herself among the front
ranks in the 1965 Oscar race.
All the hackneyed Gothic
hatches are apbiaru’fli I tie dark
Vielorian mansion, Ihe flickering
,andles, and tlic smind of ehil(Iron’s
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Engraved
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Buy one (1) at regular price and
select any other art book FREE
up to equal value.
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kvrote a play II was
produced. Audiences attended;
audiences reacted. Luis Valdez
"student" became Luis Valdez
"playwright." Rut the story behind Valdez and his play, "The
Shrunken /lead of Punch Villa,"
is not quite that simple.
Valdez first wrote a one-tiet
play, "The Theft." It was produced by the San Jose Theater
Guild in fall, 1961 and won the
San Jose Theater Guild Original
ih’atria Contest. It also won first
place Phelan Literary Award at
SJS in 1961. "The Theft" was
produced by the SJS Drama Depatiment, svitvg 1962.
(Ansi- l’IAY
’The Slirtmlo.n Head if Panche Villa" is Valilez’s first fulllength play. Ii is the result of
three ears of experimentation
with form, style and the Mexivan-American family situation.
The play went through three
phases. Valdez first titled the
play "The Sons of Pedro Montano." The idaywright I elms this
"the phase of poetic realism."
He feels the poetic realistic form
was untrue to et hnic reality and
o chaotic to be a satisfactory
sit’ ifcommonication.

99c
SAN JOSE
CAFETERIA

DS Playwright Valdez
ReviewsIhrunken Head’
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Looks like a promising
affair. Maybe her folks do
have money. Well, you’ve
got class, too, and you show
it. No ordinary clothes will
do. This calls for a
Cricketeer University
Dacron* and worsted suit.
Colors and patterns are
outstanding. Cool,
lightweight and comfortable.
You look like you’re used to
these affairs. Happens all
the time.
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ARSURI) QUASI -REALISM
Valdez realized the need for a
Mexican - Amerieati
’Meanie.’
language" and a ’111,1111(1d Scla ’,reseal the emotional
reality.- This Irut lu hut’ present
form of "absurd quasi -realism."
Valdez uses the leehnirpies of
the Theater of the Absurd, whieh
he says are "as old as Aristotle."
He explains, "It is not necessary to write realistically to
make a serious ’Stint. A genuine
response from an audienee is a
and
valuable experiener in
aw play
inakcs
\ cry often Ism Ill
Ttrrignil
nine side 5511,11 1110111 ,1.41111‘ as
absurd Tar. is and :’Is, is., ha-.
been ’tutu’’
"tt’llether .itt audience laughs
or eta,. IS III /I 111111M A:1111. T11,
11111/1:11;,tit thim: is that I he midi 111,11,11.
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VTIVRALISM
1191.%st:
Valdez judges the second phase,
the phase of naturalism," unsatisfactory, saying, "The ethnic
situation contains too many cultural subtleties to allow a truly
naturalistic statement in English
in the dramatic form."
Though early draf t s of
"Shrunken H a (1" introduced
Spanish phrases and were faithful to life and character they
could be understood only by a
small ethnic audience.
Valdez notes, "The Mexican American speaks it language of
his own, composed both of Spanish and English. A similar thing
oceurs with respect to his emotional responses. They are
neither Mexican nor American
but a milli tttIt e utl hal h and correspond to his changini4 111111UVill
V:111.11’14."
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California Karate Academy

CRICKETEER"
Offer limited to one (1) purchase per customer1
UNIVERSITY WORSTED and MOHAIR BLEND
San Jose Paint has the largest selection of
art books in San Jose,

DEEP OLIVE $69.50

Artist Materials
Paints

-

Fine Wallpapers

Picture Frames

OS
Downtown
111 S. 2nd Street
Free Parking

-
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Prints
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HEAD INSTRUCTOR, MR. JIM MATHER
received his Black Belt in Hong Kong under Dr. N. B.
Chinese Philosopher and 7th Degree Block Belt.

BLACK $65.00

The Wardrobe, ilanliammicaid, no titst Natinnal Charge Plan
()pen Monday and Thursday evenings until 9 p.m.

SANTA CLARA at SECOND

804

So,

drep tsy the club
nr

CALIFORNIA KARATE ACADEMY
1 1 th St.

aside," said

APPEAL TO Al,!. SOCIETY
"Theater must belong to everyone. It must appeal to the whole
social spectrum from the rich to
the poor. Poverty is an accepted
reality throughout the world; in
the United States it is a social
disgrace. Self-deception has led
to blunders in U.S. policy. The
United States is the leading
cultural influence of the twentieth century. It has a moral responsibility lo al least notice
what it is doing to the poor of
the earth."
no, shrunken t {Pail of Panetta Vilhi" wris presented at the
Nortlissest I wawa Conference,
Vett 5. World famous playwright
Willitiot Savoy:in Was guest of
honor.
SARDS’AN’S REACTION
David Kahn, sophomore drama
major and member of the cast
of "Shrunken Head," described
Saroyan’s reaction to Valdez’s
play. "I le it,riak his chewing gum
in his plograni, bounded onto
the stage and exclaimed, ’This
is :f brilliant law it is the work
ia .1
est,ed his desire
tOil’
Broadway and
;d,IV
beS1 production
1,1111 11
111‘.11 seen in y11;I1’," Said Kahn.
V.dile, is presently "gently reshill fling" "Shrunken Head." He
’Lop it produced in
S.111 1..,:.11 1, ’11 NMI then, "if not
iinpassible New York."
Ile I. working un two more
plak:,. Roth are confait
poor of the
e, 1111
cai
tsirth "
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Color If Yellow
The girl
NEW N’t
who likes yellow is no coward,
despite the old saw, says a manufactur(’r of hair coloring prodUCts
In a study to determine
whether color preferences reVPH led pe rsona li I y types, the
manufacturer (Tintex) says it
found that the girl who likes
yellow has a "zest for novelty."
"Strong-minded and willful,
she wins every argument," the
mandacturer says. "A man interested in a girl who likes yelloW Will earn her admiration on
o n, condition -- that he agrees

St.

An instructor will be present at all practice sessions to help you

entt 9

hiele used to communicate "the
futility. Ineaninglessness and absurdily. of the life of the poor in
the United States," said Valdez.
’rhe characters reflect the contemporary dilemma of the emptiness, painful reality and the dangers in the disintegrating
cult unit tradit ion.
"Shrunken Head" clarifies the
spontaneity of the poor in spite
of painful realities. "Perhaps traditional folk ways offer much to
human beings and are worth a
second look before being tossed

kk fill her.

THE FOLLOWING COURSES OFFERED
I. KARATE CLASSES FOR BEGINNERS. One hour of instruction on Wednesday nights from 7:30 to 8:30 plus a two.
hour practice session for only $12 a month or $4 a week.
2. KARATE CLASSES FOR BEGINNERS. Two hours of instruction on Monday nights from 7:30 to 9:30 plus a two hour
practice session for $20 a month or $6 a week.
3. SELF DEFENSE CLASSES FOR WOMEN. One hour instruction on Tuesday from 7:30 to 8:30 plus a two hour practice
session for $12 a month or $4 a week.

If rpm urn int erni.foni in Any nf
10 frAnni-lny
hnleeen 7:10

LUIS VALDEZ
. . . playwright

Lim

*Practice sessions will be held between 7:30 & 9:30 on Thursdays.

Valley Fair
Shopping Center
Open Nites

in poverty, in the United States,
the land of opportunity. The
character of Belarminn, who is
"just a head," is the prime ve-
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Patrick’s

Das
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We also have studio cards, wedding
invitations and announcements, and
cud s fro iI 0’ lotions

PAUL’S
Greeting Cards
34 Fountain St.

292.3565

